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The BERG GO2;
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Scoot, pedal, grow!

WHY A BERG GO2?

The development of your child begins on a BERG GO². The BERG GO2 
is our sleek and ergonomic go-kart for the youngest children! Children 
from the age of 10 months learn to scoot first with the pedals folded 
up. Before you know it, your child will be scooting around the whole 
room. You can then unfold the pedals very easily so that your child can 
experience go-karting for the very first time! 

Besides the fact that the BERG GO² is good for the physical and 
cognitive development of your child, it is a delightful toy for children. 
The 4 silent whisper tyres ensure that your child can safely and stably 
ride around in this go-kart. The BERG GO² is suitable for indoor and 
outdoor use.
 
More reasons to have a BERG GO²:

1. LEARN TO SCOOT

Helping your child to learn to scoot and 
go-kart is easy with a BERG GO²! First of 

all, your child learns to sit on the GO² with 
the pedals folded up. Pushing off with 

one little foot on the ground will create a 
forward motion and, before you know it, 

your child has learnt how to scoot.

• A fun and natural way to learn to scoot and go-kart 
• Ergonomic design 
• Direct drive 
• Stable and safe due to the 4 wheels 
• Grows with your child 
• Can be driven forwards and backwards 
• Comfortable, soft tyres that cannot go flat 
• Available in trendy colours 
• Suitable for children from 10-30 months 
• Available with handy accessories 
• Independent steering
• TÜV approved
• CE approved
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2. FOLD OUT THE PEDALS

Scooting has now been mastered; the next step is to fold out the pedals. 
This can easily be done in one movement. Thanks to the ergonomic design 
of the GO², your child will not catch his or her little feet on the pedals or 
rear wheels. Once the pedals are folded out, your child can practise placing his 

or her little feet on the pedals and learn to go-kart. This will take 
some getting used to at first and your child can then scoot and pedal 

alternately. Because the steering wheel and the pedals can be operated 
independently your child will always have control over the BERG 

GO². Learning to scoot and go-kart are the first steps towards the 
development of your child!

3. PEDALLING

Due to the ergonomic design 
it remains simple to scoot or 
pedal with unfolded pedals, 
conveniently bridging the 

two phases
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4. DIRECT DRIVE

The BERG GO² is equipped with a fixed connection between the front 
axle and the rear axle. This means that the movement of the legs 
is immediately converted to the movement of the rear wheels. This 
makes the BERG GO² super simple and easy to ride, both forwards and 
backwards. 
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5. ERGONOMIC DESIGN

The sleek ergonomic design has many advantages. The first advantage 
is that your child will not catch his or her little feet on the pedals or the 
rear wheels. 

The BERG GO² saddle has a unique structure. When your child grows, 
he or she can sit further back. Thanks to its four wheels, the BERG GO² 
has excellent stability. Because tricycles have one wheel less they are 
prone to tipping over. Riding sharply or fast around corners on a tricycle 
creates dangerous situations.

Thanks to the sleek design, the BERG GO² is a real eye-catcher in and 
around the house. The go-kart is also very light, which means the BERG 
GO² is easy to lift up, take with you and stow away.

6. STABLE THANKS TO 4 WHEELS

Thanks to its four wheels, the BERG GO2 has excellent stability.
Because tricycles have one wheel less, they are prone to tipping over.
Riding sharply or fast around corners on a tricycle creates dangerous 

situations. This is not an issue with the GO2, it’s safe and stable!
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BERG GO2 BLUE

The BERG GO² is suitable for children from 10-30 months. Children can 
learn to scoot and go-kart on it from a very young age. This is good for 
the physical and cognitive development of your child. 

The BERG GO² is equipped with every convenience: folding pedals, 4 
silent whisper tyres that cannot go flat, a direct drive system which 
makes riding around very easy, an ergonomic design and a saddle that 
prevents your child from sliding forward. You can allow your child to ride 
carefree around the house on the BERG GO²!

EAN-CODE: 8715839065404

24.50.00.00

Firmly and safely grounded 
due to the 4 wheels

Integrated 
folding pedals

The saddle has a unique 
structure for extra grip

Carrying
handle

Silent whisper tyres 
that can never go 
flat ensure a 
quiet ride

Weight product: 3.85 kg 
Weight + box: 5.3 kg

Format box (cm): 39x27x60

Soft handgrip

Carrying
handle
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24.50.00.00

Scoot, pedal, grow!

BERG GO2 PINK

The BERG GO² is suitable for children from 10-30 months. Children can 
learn to scoot and go-kart on it from a very young age. This is good for 
the physical and cognitive development of your child. 

The BERG GO² is equipped with every convenience: folding pedals, 4 
silent whisper tyres that cannot go flat, a direct drive system which 
makes riding around very easy, an ergonomic design and a saddle that 
prevents your child from sliding forward. You can allow your child to 
ride carefree around the house on the BERG GO²!

Weight product: 3.85 kg 
Weight + box: 5.3 kg

Format box (cm): 39x27x60

EAN-CODE: 8715839064322

24.50.01.00

Firmly and safely grounded 
due to the 4 wheels

Integrated 
folding pedals

The saddle has a unique 
structure for extra grip

Carrying
handle

Silent whisper tyres 
that can never go 
flat ensure a 
quiet ride

Soft handgrip
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BERG GO2 MINT

The BERG GO² is suitable for children from 10-30 months. Children can 
learn to scoot and go-kart on it from a very young age. This is good for 
the physical and cognitive development of your child. 

The BERG GO² is equipped with every convenience: folding pedals, 4 
silent whisper tyres that cannot go flat, a direct drive system which 
makes riding around very easy, an ergonomic design and a saddle that 
prevents your child from sliding forward. You can allow your child to 
ride carefree around the house on the BERG GO²!

Weight product: 3.85 kg 
Weight + box: 5.3 kg

Format box (cm): 39x27x60

EAN-CODE: 8715839064339

24.50.02.00

Firmly and safely grounded 
due to the 4 wheels

Integrated 
folding pedals

The saddle has a unique 
structure for extra grip

Carrying
handle

Silent whisper tyres 
that can never go 
flat ensure a 
quiet ride

Soft handgrip
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BERG GO2 ACCESSORIES

Accessory Article Product weight Product weight 
+ Box

Box size 
in CM

BERG Carrying Strap 16.00.01.00 0.1 kg 0.15 kg 8 x 8 x 13

BERG Push Handle XS 16.50.00.00 0.6 kg 1.0 kg 20 x 8 x 48

BERG Safety Flag XS 16.00.00.00 0.1 kg 0.3 kg 18 x 5 x 62

1

2

3

2 31
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BERG GO2 DATA

The following data is applicable on all GO² versions.

* All dimensions in cm
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BERG GO2 DATA

General
Recommended age 10 - 30 months
Min user height 70 cm
Max user height 100 cm
Max user weight 20 kg
Parental supervision necessary Yes
Safety mark TÜV + CE
Assembly time ±10 min

Physical characteristics
Length 65 cm
Width 45 cm
Height 44 cm

Warranty
Frame 2 years
Parts 2 years
Tyres 0 years

Packaging
Dimensions 39x27x60 cm
Cardboard in packaging 0.3 kg
Synthetic material in packaging 0.05 kg
Hardboard in packaging n/a
Number on Euro pallet 24 pieces

Technical characteristics
Gears N.A.
Tyre type EVA
Frame aterial Plastic
Forward and backward Yes
Braking system Direct Drive
Parking brake No
Transmission Direct Drive
Ball bearings No
Swing axle No
Adjustable seat No
Adjustable steering wheel No
Trailer connection No

* This information is subject to change and may vary
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